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First they came for the bomb throwing provocateur, and I was busy finishing a book and thought 

there was enough genuine hatred and harassment that I didn’t comment.  Then they came for the 

controversial yet reputable scholar that I have in my own course syllabi, and I figured I’d better 

say something.  As an academic community, I think it’s imperative that we speak out forcefully 

against this lurch toward student illiberalism and extreme shutdown tactics directed against (what 

they deem to be) fascistic “hate speech.”   

 
The physical attack of Charles Murray and another accompanying professor at Middlebury 

College is unacceptable. Full stop. Other forms of non-violent protest can be more readily 

justified, and I agree we want students to “find their voice”, but forcibly shutting down invited 

speakers or physically attacking someone because of disagreeable speech is almost never 

acceptable. This particular episode is one of the most horrifying things I’ve ever heard of 

happening on a college campus.  This is shameful to the academy and the free exchange of ideas.   

 
I don’t care if you are grounded in the most tightly developed anti-fascist critique of Murray’s 

controversial “Bell Curve” (you aren’t), that is still no excuse to forcibly shutdown an invited 

speaker, especially not in a violent manner. Murray was not even there to discuss the “Bell 

Curve”, which is now a few decades old!! His latest research endeavor, “Coming Apart”, 

highlights the growing desperation of poor white Americans and argues for more economic 

security as one potential remedy to social ills. Indeed, Murray is the leading right-wing advocate 

for a “universal basic income” for low-income families, a policy likely supported by many of 

those same “progressives” shutting down his speech. The irony could only be lost on a militant 

social justice warrior actively hindering the pursuit of social justice. 

 
Yes, there is room for valid critique of the “Bell Curve” (volumes have been written about its 

critical methodological flaws and debunked racist assumptions), but it’s difficult to hear the 

compelling rebuttal when you have Professor Murray in a headlock. There is certainly room for 

valid arguments and vocal opposition against racism, sexism, and targeted harassment of 

transgender individuals, but when you are smashing property and physically assaulting invited 



speakers, any nuances around privilege and oppression are lost entirely. Indeed, these extreme 

shutdown tactics only work to amplify the very “fascistic” voices you are trying so desperately to 

silence.  Those perpetuating racist and sexist ideas you despise can hide under cover as “brave” 

truth tellers. It also provides ammunition to those who wish to make broad strokes about 

suppression of free speech in higher education.  I would argue that’s not broadly true (or at least 

not nearly as linear as the “universities suppress free speech” and “safe space” tropes suggest), 

but these types of episodes serve to support the unflattering caricature. 

 
Look, this is tough for me in some ways.  I finally read a few things that Milo Y wrote and it 

gave me the Arthur angry fist.  I probably do see him as a uniquely heinous and hateful 

provocateur, who seeks to provoke not illuminate.  I might not necessarily agree with the 

extreme protest tactics of far-left anarchist groups at Berkeley, but I could envision myself in the 

peaceful throng voicing opposition to his speech. Charles Murray is not that way!  Murray is the 

antithesis of a bomb throwing provocateur.  He wrote a controversial book one time, but is 

otherwise a respected academician, willing to engage in civil, intellectually grounded discussion.   

 
If you are going to work toward furthering anti-racist and anti-fascist causes, there must be 

alternative modes of engagement. These types of maximal shutdown tactics are both morally 

suspect and almost certainly debilitating to the righteous causes of equal treatment and social 

equity.  Don’t like the speaker, don’t show up.  Present a compelling counter-argument in the 

Q&A session.  Hold a silent vigil.  Hold competing events.  Be creative and persuasive in your 

anti-fascist actions, not brutish, oppressive, and fascistic yourself!   

 

Fortunately, I think these types of maximal, confrontational episodes are still relatively episodic.  

In my 20 years in and around universities, I’ve never seen anything like what happened at 

Berkeley or Middlebury.  Also, it should be noted that the professors and administration at these 

institutions broadly supported the speakers and protected them from harm. There is a relatively 

radical few engaging in these violent acts of suppression and it’s not always clear that students 

themselves are directly involved, but I think there is potentially a growing systematic impulse to 

forcibly shutdown rather than engage with disagreeable speech. That impulse is unhealthy in my 

view and strikes at the heart of pluralism and genuine inclusivity.  It should be confronted head 

on.  When Charles Murray is attacked, we all are and we need to do better!   


